
3 DAY ALPINE SKILLS 

Thank you for choosing Island Alpine Guides for your alpine skills training. This package 
contains important information to help you prepare, including a complete equipment list. 

If you have any questions, please contact us by email at info@islandalpineguides.com 
or by calling (250) 400-2870. 
 
We hope you find the course enjoyable and informative. 

Jan Neuspiel 
Director/Guide 
Island Alpine Guides 



COURSE OVERVIEW 

Our 3-Day Alpine Skills is an abbreviated, hike-in version of our Mountain Skills Fly-In 
course. Without the use of a helicopter to whisk us straight into the alpine, we have less 
time to cover as much material. Having said that, the access is relatively quick and easy 
so we do manage to cover a lot. The list of topics we aim to cover includes knots, 
belaying, movement skills and anchor building on snow, basic glacier travel, route 
finding, and crevasse rescue. While climbing, you will also likely get some exposure to 
alpine rock climbing. We do suggest that you have taken an introductory rock climbing 
course with us (or equivalent), though it’s not essential. 

This course usually takes place at Mount Cain Alpine Park to take advantage of road 
access to around 1200m elevation. We set up “car camping” at the base of the ski area 
allowing for quick and easy day access carrying only light day packs to great teaching 
venues in the area. The general itinerary is to drive to the mountains on the morning of 
day one and to establish camp. Then we head straight for the snow and spend the 
remainder of the day working on snow climbing skills. Day two is a full day on the snow 
covering more snow climbing and glacier travel techniques. On day three, we’ll typically 
put it all together by planning some sort of journey to use newly learned skills and 
perhaps climbing a peak. We normally aim to finish by around 4pm. Please note that the 
above is just a general guideline. Weather, conditions, group wishes and other factors 
may have instructors deciding on a different approach to the three days with 
optimization of the experience always being the goal. 

BEING PREPARED 

The best training for hiking and climbing is to go hiking and climbing. Regular hikes 
going uphill with a load on will get you in shape for this trip. The goal needs to be 
comfort with traveling uphill, as much as 700m vertical gain, all with a load of 
approximately 20kg. 

If you have not taken our Intro to Rock or a similar course, and you are not at least  
familiar with some basic knots, we ask that you learn to confidently tie the following: 
figure 8 follow-through; figure 8 on a bight; overhand; double overhand; double 
fisherman's, clove hitch; prussik; and munter hitch. Here is a tutorial for the munter 
hitch, and a tutorial for all remaining knots. Proficiency with these knots will make for 
much more efficient use of our time. 

FOOD LOGISTICS 

If we are catering your trip, you won’t need to do anything except let us know about any 
specific dietary needs you may have, and to bring your vessels and utensils. Note that 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MfrAOc2GnuY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MfrAOc2GnuY
http://www.apple.com


not all IAG trips have a catering option. Check with our office to see if your trip has this 
option. If available, the cost is $60/person/day. 

Otherwise, all food is the responsibility of each participant. 

We will email you approximately one week prior to the departure date with final logistics. 

GROUP GEAR LOGISTICS 

Your guide will bring along the ropes and group technical gear (the rack). You are 
required to bring everything else listed below. (Items listed under ‘Technical’ can be 
provided by IAG if requested.) 

PERSONAL EQUIPMENT LIST 

Temperatures you will encounter on this trip could range from -5°C at night to the 20s 
during the day. The list below should work for these conditions. 

Clothing: 
• Poly-pro, wool or silk underwear top and bottom, one set 
• Wool sweater, or fleece/pile jacket 
• Wind and waterproof jacket and pants 
• Wool, fleece/pile hat 
• T-shirt or long-sleeved cotton shirt (white or other light colour) 
• Lightweight hiking trousers, nylon or similar 
• Ski gloves or similar, 2 pairs 

Footwear: 
• Mountaineering boots (These need to be stiff enough to hold a crampon, and with a 

sharp enough cutting edge on the sole to effectively kick steps in snow, but not 
necessarily a full shank boot) 

• Wool, fleece/pile socks, 2 pairs 
• Poly-pro or silk liner socks, 2 pairs (optional) 
• Gaiters which fit easily over your boots (optional if pants stay over boots with elastic 

cuff) 

Sleeping: 
• Sleeping bag that will keep you warm to -5°C 
• Thermarest or other sleeping pad 
• 3-season tent 



Technical: 
All of the following can be provided by IAG. Please let us know at least one week 
prior to your trip which of these items you would like us to bring along for you: 

• Helmet – UIAA approved and adjustable 
• Crampons – simple, ten point general mountaineering crampon (either step-in or 

strap-on are fine depending on your boots) 
• Ice axe – general mountaineering tool, 60-80cm depending on your height 
• 3 locking carabiners – at least one should be pear-shaped 
• 4 regular carabiners – ideally two of these are D-shaped and made from flat stock 
• Harness – a simple, lightweight alpine seat harness 
• Belay/rappel device – simple plate or tube type device (no auto devices) 
• 7mm accessory cord – 2 x 5 metre lengths and 1 x 1 ¾ metre length 
• Double shoulder length sewn sling – should be rated to 22kn 

Packs: 
• A backpack big enough to carry all of the equipment on this list 
• A day pack for daily activities, big enough to carry your rain gear, fleece, water, lunch, 

and some of the group technical gear and ropes 

Other: 
• Sun hat 
• Sunglasses which block 100% UV 
• Sunscreen, high factor for lips and skin 
• Water bottles 
• Eating vessel and utensils 
• Head-lamp (much better than hand-held flashlight for early starts) 
• Spare prescription glasses 
• Pocket knife 
• Reading material 
• Camera and film 
• Walking sticks (optional) 
• Toothbrush and small container of toothpaste 

Packing tips: 
Everything that must stay dry (particularly sleeping bag and clothing) should be packed 
in stuff sacks lined with plastic bags. Place the plastic bag inside the stuff sack, fill it with 
the contents and then use the plastic bag to squeeze all of the air out. Then twist shut 
the plastic bag tucking the end inside the stuff sack and draw closed the stuff sack. This 
method will compress your gear, waterproof it effectively and the stuff sack being on the 



outside prevents you from putting holes into the plastic bags which would render them 
useless for waterproofing. 

Please be sure that all clothing and equipment is in good repair and functioning properly 
with crampons fitted properly to boots. Malfunctioning equipment uses up precious time 
for all participants. Please come properly prepared. 

RISKS, DANGERS, HAZARDS AND WAIVER 

All Island Alpine Guides courses and trips take place in an outdoor, wilderness 
environment. This means that as a participant you will be encountering 
various risks, dangers and hazards some of which include avalanches, cornices, 
crevasses, cliffs, trees, creeks, rockfall, difficult travel conditions, weather, illness, 
equipment failure, wild animals, becoming lost as well as the possibility of 
mistakes being made by IAG guides and instructors. To participate in these 
activities you will be required to read and agree to our waiver  as part of the 
registration process. You will also be required to sign the waiver at the start of the 
course or trip. In doing so you will waive or give up certain legal rights including 
the right to sue or to claim compensation following an accident. 

If you are a minor (under 19 years of age), we require your waiver to be signed by your 
parent or legal guardian. In this case, please download the appropriate waiver from the 
link above, print it, have your parent/guardian sign it, scan or photograph the completed 
copy and send it to info@islandalpineguides.com. Minor students arriving without a 
waiver signed by their parent or legal guardian will not be allowed to participate in the 
course or trip.

https://www.islandalpineguides.com/about-us/waiver%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank

